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How did militarism lead to ww2

In the 1930s, Germany was a clear threat to peace in Europe. In the Pacific region around Australia, Japanese militarism was a major threat. In China, the war began earlier than 1939. In 1931, Japan invaded parts of China and expanded further in 1937. This was part of a Japanese goal of creating an Asia-Pacific empire that would eventually lead to conflict with the United States and Australia.Japanese imperialism During the 19th century, European nations had created great empires,
closely related to industrialization. Industrialized nations needed resources. Industrialization meant stronger economies, powerful armies and great empires. Japan saw European expansion with interest and jealousy. In the latter states in the 19th century, Japan began to expand with a number of conflicts - similar to Germany, Japanese expansion was based on power and conquest. Actions including:1. Sino-Japanese War 1894-95 - Japan invaded parts of Korea and took territory from
China.2. The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 - Japan gained control of much of Manchuria.3. Japan annexed Korea in the 1910s. The population began to support military solutions to the economic problems Germany faces. The Japanese military wanted overseas colonies to get raw materials and export markets. They were prepared to use military force to achieve this. In the 1930s, the military leadership became more important than the civilian government. In 1932, Japan occupied
the whole of Manchuria. That same year, they bombed Shanghai and colonized parts of northern China. The League of Nations failed to deal with Japanese aggression - when they assured Japan of its behavior in China in 1933, Japan only withdrew from the league. There was no international body able to handle Japanese expansion. France and Britain were concerned about Hitler, while the United States remained isolationist - the United States was not prepared for conflict with Japan
at this time. CLASS DISCUSSION OF VIDEO:* What were the main problems Japan faced in the early 1930s?* Why did Japan invade Manchuria?* Why has Japan been criticized for its treatment of Manchuria? 1. Why was Manchuria strategically important?2. Look at the size of Japan. Why were they interested in foreign expansion?3. Which major nations was Japan most likely to conflict with based on this map? Was there any other nation that was not mentioned on this map that
would have an interest in the Pacific nation? Japanese fascismJapanese ultranationalist societies had much in common with European fascists. They encouraged fanatical devotion to military values and to the emperor, who was considered divine. These societies were fiercely nationalist, racist, anti-communist and anti-democratic. They murdered their political opponents or them into the In 1932, a new Japanese prime minister was assassinated for speaking out against the military. In
1937, Japanese schoolchildren were indoctrinated into fascist values and forced to participate in military training. Alliances - AxisJapan and Germany became allies through the Anti-Comintern Pact in November 1936. When Italy joined the pact in 1937, these three powers were united in the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo axis.The rape of Nanjing The most terrible Japanese atrocities took place in the Chinese city of Nanjing (formerly called Nanking). There, between December 1937 and January
1938, the Japanese slaughtered between 200,000 and 300,000 Chinese civilians and prisoners of war. There were mass rapes of Chinese women and other atrocities, including burying or burning people alive and using prisoners for bayonet practices. Source 2 A Japanese soldier is about to behead a Chinese prisoner during the massacre known as the Rape of Nanjing. This photo is one of several that were preserved by a Chinese employee in a photo studio. Mothers had to watch
their babies beheaded and then submit to rape... Thousands of men stood in line and machine shot. Sometimes groups were used for bayonet exercises. When the [Japanese] victors got bored ... They tied their victims, poured kerosene on their heads and cremated them alive. Source 3 This photo, taken in Nanjing in 1937, shows Japanese soldiers watching while Chinese civilian prisoners are placed in a pit to be buried alive. ACTIVITY QUESTION1. Close Passage:WORD BANK:
stop, resources, powerful, USA, population, Empire.Japan was jealous of the industrialization of Western nations such as the United Kingdom and
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
In the 1930s, the Japanese became more _______________________ Japan attempted to use military force to colonize other nations and build a ______________________ League of Nations was not powerful enough to ________________ Japan. Japan's desire to create an empire of power was a major reason for World War II.2. List four features of Japanese fascism.3. See Source 2, Source 3 and the text. Why has Japan's actions in Manchruia been heavily criticized? Paragraph
response4. Outline why Japanese militarism is a cause of World War II? Refer to:* Japanese militarism* aggressive Japanese actions A British wartime propaganda poster depicting the crazy raw of German militarism Militarism is a belief or system in which the military is exalted and its needs and considerations are given excessive importance or priority. Militarism was a powerful force in Europe in the 19th and early 20th centuries. While militarism alone did not start World War I, it into a
powerful arms race and undermined the role of diplomacy as a means of resolving Defining militarism militarism is a philosophy or system that emphasizes the importance of military power. Alfred Vagts, a German historian who served in World War I, defined it as the dominance of the military man over the civilian population, an undue predominance of military requirements, an emphasis on military considerations. In militaristic countries, generals and admirals often act as de facto
government ministers or civil servants, advise political leaders and influence domestic policy. Not surprisingly, this leads to significant increases in defense and weapons spending. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, militarism led to an arms race that gave rise to new military technology and increased defense spending. Militarism also shaped culture, press and public opinion. Newspapers held up military leaders as heroes, painted rival nations as dangerous aggressors and
regularly speculated about the possibility of war.  The other 'isms' militarism and two other 'isms', nationalism and imperialism, were all inherently connected. They were systems, ideologies or ways of thinking that reinforced and strengthened each other. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, military power was considered a measure of national and imperial strength. A powerful state needed a powerful military to protect its interests and support its policies. Strong armies and navies were
necessary to defend the homeland, to protect imperial and trade interests abroad and to deter threats. War was avoided where possible – but it can also be used to advance a nation's political or economic interests. As the Prussian military theorist Carl von Clausewitz famously wrote in 1832, war was a continuation of politics in other ways. In the European minds of the 19th century, politics and military power became inseparable, much as politics and economic governance have
become inseparable in the modern world. Governments and leaders who failed to maintain armies and navies to protect the national interest were considered weak or incompetent. Prussian militarism This satirical map from 1868 shows Prussian militarists (in blue) watching east The German-speaking Kingdom of Prussia is considered the source of European militarism. Before the Unification of Germany in 1871, Prussia was the most powerful of the German kingdoms. By association,
the German government and the armed forces were based on the Prussian model, and many German politicians and generals were Junkers (land-owned Prussian noblemen). The Prussian army was reformed and modernized in the 1850s by Field Marshal von Moltke the Elder. Under von Moltke's leadership, Prussia's army implemented new strategies, improved training for its officers, introduced advanced weapons and adopted more effective means of command and communication.
Prussia's crushing military defeat in France in 1871 proved his army as the most and effective military power in Europe. This victory also secured German unification, which means that Prussian militarism and German nationalism were closely intertwined.  Prussian commanders, personnel and methodology became the core of the new German Imperial Army. The German emperor was its supreme commander; He relied on a military council and chief of the General Staff, consisting of
Junker aristocrats and career officers. When it came to military matters, the Reichstag (Germany's elected civilian parliament) had no more than an advisory role. Militarism elsewhere socialists like German Karl Liebknecht opposed militarism as a regressive and dangerous idea Elsewhere in Europe, militarism was more restrained and less flagrant, but it remained a potent political and cultural force. British militarism was more subdued than its German counterpart, but still evidence.
Military power was considered essential to maintaining Britain's imperial and trade interests. The Royal Navy, arguably the world's largest naval force, was committed to protecting shipping, trade routes and colonial ports. British land forces kept order and introduced imperial policies in India, Africa, Asia and the Pacific. British attitudes towards the military underwent a strong transformation in the 19th century. During the last century, many Britons considered armies and mariners a
necessary evil. Their ranks were filled with dregs of lower classes, their officers were often failed aristocrats and neer-do-wells. These attitudes had changed in the mid-19th century, with soldiers seen more as a noble calling, a selfless service to their country. As in Germany, British soldiers were glorified and romanized in the press and popular culture. Whether they served in Crimea or the distant colonies, British officers were hailed as masters and sterling leaders. Enlisted men were
well drilled, resolute and ready to make the ultimate sacrifice 'for king and country'. The concept of soldiers as heroes was illustrated by Tennyson's 1854 poem The Charge of the Light Brigade and reflected in cheap derring-do novels about foreign wars and battles, both real and imagined. Military modernization Military victories, whether in colonial wars or major conflicts such as the Crimean War (1853-56) or the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71), only increased the prestige of European
military and further intensified nationalism. By comparison, a military defeat (such as Russia's defeat to Japan in 1905) or even a costly victory (such as Britain in the Boer War, 1899-1902) could expose problems and increase demands for military reform or increased spending. Almost all major European nations engaged in a form of military reform and renewal in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In Germany, military expansion and modernization were warmly approved by the
newly crowned Kaiser, II, who wanted to claim his country's place in the sun. In Britain, the arms race was driven not by the monarchy, but by the public interest and the press. In 1884, the prominent newspaperman W. T. Stead published a series of articles suggesting that Britain was unprepared for war, especially in its naval defense. Pressure groups such as the British Navy League (formed 1894) excited for several ships and personnel. In the early 20th century, the Navy League and
the press urged the government to order more Dreadnoughts (battleships). A popular slogan was We want eight [Dreadnoughts] and we won't wait! The arms race As a consequence of european military spending between 1900 and 1914, it shot into the air. In 1870, the total military expenditure of the six major powers (Britain, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia and Italy) amounted to £94 million. By 1914 it had quadrupled to £398 million. German defence spending increased by
73 per cent, dwarfing the increase in France (10 per cent) and the UK (13 per cent). Between 1898 and 1912, the German government adopted five different naval actions to expand the country's naval power. Russian defense spending also increased by more than a third. Russia's embarrassing defeat of the Japanese (1905) prompted the Tsar to order a massive reconstruction program. In the 1910s, around 45 percent of Russian public spending was allocated to the armed forces,
compared with just five percent on education. Military expansion Any major European power, Britain excluded, introduced or increased conscription to expand its armies. Germany added 170,000 full-time soldiers to the army in 1913-14, while dramatically increasing the navy. In 1898, the German government's Fourth Fleet Act ordered the construction of 17 new ships. Berlin also led the way in the construction of military submarines; In 1914, the German Navy had 29 operational
submarines. This rapid growth in German naval power sparked a press frenzy and alarm in the UK. London responded to German naval expansion by commissioning 29 new ships for the Royal Navy. Tabellen nedenfor viser estimert forsvar og militære utgifter i syv store nasjoner mellom 1908 og 1913 (tall vist i amerikanske dollar): Nation 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 Storbritannia $ 286.7m $ 306.2m $ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 345.1m $ 306.2m $ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 345.1m $ 306.2m
$ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 345.1m $ 306.2m $ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 345.1m $ 306.2m $ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 345.1m $ 306.2m $ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 306.2m $ 330.4m $ 345.1m $ 306.349.9m $ 374.2m Tyskland $ 286.7m $ 306.8m $ 301.5m $ 303.9m $ 331.5m $ 463.6m Frankrike $ 216m $ 236.4m $ 248m $ 277.9m $ 307.8m $ 363.8m Russland $ 291.6m $ 315.5m $ 324m $ 334.5m $ 387m $ 435m Italia $ 87.5m $115.8m $124.9m $133.7m $158.4m $142.2m US $189.5m $199m $197m
$197m $199m7m $227m $244.6m Japan $93.7m $95.7m $100.2m $110.7m $107.7m $104.6m Source: Jacobson's World Armament 1935 New technology and weapons This period saw significant changes in the quality of military weapons and equipment, as well as Quantity. This not only made these weapons more powerful and more lethal, but they could be mass produced at dizzying levels. Sir Edward Grey, who reflected on his service as British Foreign Secretary in July 1914, said
that: A great European war under modern conditions would be a disaster for which previous wars did not set any precedent. In the old days, nations could collect only part of their men and resources at a time and dribble them out by degrees. In modern conditions, entire nations can be mobilized at once, and the whole lifeblood and resources poured into a torrent. Instead of a few hundred thousand men facing each other at war, millions would now meet — and modern weapons would
multiply for the power of destruction. The financial burden and spending on wealth would be incredible. After studying the lessons of the Crimean War and other conflicts from the 19th century, military industrial workers developed hundreds of improvements and rushed them to patent. The main changes improved the caliber, range, accuracy and portability of heavy artillery. During the American Civil War (1861-65), heavy artillery could shoot up to 2.5 kilometers at best. By the early 20th
century, this area had almost tripled. Explosive grenades were developed, giving single artillery rounds greater killing force wherever they landed. These advances allowed artillery shelling and bombardments to become standard practice along the Western Front during World War I. First developed in 1881, machine guns were also smaller, lighter, more accurate, more reliable and much faster, some capable of firing up to 600 rounds per minute. Handguns also improved significantly.
The effective range of a rifle in the 1860s was around 400 meters. By comparison, the British problem Lee-Enfield 0.303 could hit a target more than two kilometres away.  Barbed wire, an invention from the 1860s, was also embraced by military strategists as an antipersonnel unit. While historians often disagree about the causes of the arms race, there is no doubt that the development of this new weapon changed the face of modern warfare. A historian's view: The belief in war as a
test of national power and a testament to national superiority added a scientific base to the cult of patriotism... In Britain, a real effort was made to teach boys that success in war depended on the nation's patriotism and military spirit, and that preparing for war would strengthen 'manly virtue' and 'patriotic fervor'. Zara Steiner Steiner
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